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1. EXTENSIONS THAT ARE SUBMODULES OF THEIR
QUOTIENTS
A Kronecker algebra is the most accessible example of a tame finite-di-
w xmensional hereditary algebra as studied in 21 . For such algebras we can
construct analogues of the modules in the abstract. One can also show,
w xusing results in 21 , that their endomorphism algebras are subalgebras of
  ..M K X . However, there are as yet no tools to decide whether they aren
commutative, except in the case when the module comes from a Kronecker
module in the sense described in the following discussion. For that reason
we restrict ourselves to Kronecker algebras in this paper. There we can
work with power series, Caulkin-type algebras, and derivative-like opera-
w xtors. The latter were first discovered in 15 . If R is a tame, finite-dimen-
sional, hereditary algebra, it is well known that R contains a subcategory
equivalent to the category of Kronecker modules. The properties of this
subcategory enable us to conclude that the results in this paper remain
w xvalid within it; see, for instance, the remarks on page 40 of 17 , which rely
on a result of H. Lenzing.
w xThis paper was trailed at the end of 20 as ``Modules for which the
endomorphism rings are integral domains.'' For us a Kronecker module is
 . 2a pair of vector spaces V, W over K and a K-bilinear map K = V ª W.
Fixing an ordered basis a, b of K 2, this amounts to specifying the K-linear
maps V ª W that a, b are to carry out.
 .We begin by reviewing the construction of E s E m, h, a . When m and
a are empty sequences, E is a rank one torsion-free Kronecker module.
The rank one torsion-free Kronecker modules, like the rank one torsion-
w x  4free K X -modules, are described by height functions h: K j ` ª
 4`, 0, 1, 2, . . . . Two height functions h and h are equi¨ alent if1 2
h and h agree on all but a finite set D , 1 .1 2
h u / ` and h u / ` for all u g D , 2 .  .  .1 2
h u s h u in case h and h never assume `. 3 .  .  . 1 2 1 2
ugD ugD
w xIn Section 3 of 7 it is shown that equivalence classes of height
functions characterize isomorphism classes of torsion-free rank one Kro-
w xnecker modules. The K X -module analogue is essentially due to R. Baer;
w x w x w xsee 2 or Section 8.5 of 11 . Following 7 , we now give representatives of
these rank one modules in terms of rational functions.
For each height function h let R be the K-linear space of all rationalh
 4  .functions having a pole at each u in K j ` of order not more than h u .
Let Ry be the subspace of R consisting of those functions in R with ah h h
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 .  y .pole at ` of order strictly less than h ` . We make R , R a Kroneckerh h
module, denoted by F , by letting a act as the inclusion map of Ry intoh h
y  .R , and b act as the operator of R into R given by b r s Xr.h h h
 .  4 y  . w xIf h u s ` for all u in K j ` , then R s R s K X . Following 1 ,h h
F is denoted in that case by R. It contains all other modules F . Whenh h
 .  .h u s 0 for all u g K and h ` s m y 1 for some positive integer m,
then R is the space P of polynomials of degree less than m, andh m
y m w xR s P . These modules are denoted by III in 1 . They constitute allh my1
the indecomposable, torsion-free, finite-dimensional Kronecker modules.
w x wThe original matrix approach to their classification is in 14 . See also 1, 6,
x9, 12 and the references therein.
 .The value of a linear functional b : K X ª K at a rational function r
 :  .will be denoted by b , r . For each n G 2, choose a list m s m , . . . , m2 n
 .  .of n y 1 positive integers, a list a s a , . . . , a of functionals on K X ,2 n
and a height function h. Let V s Ry[ P [ ??? [ P and W sh m y1 m y12 n
 .R [ P [ ??? [ P . We make V, W into our Kronecker moduleh m m2 n
 .E s E m, h, a by letting a act as the inclusion of V into W and b as
the operator V ª W given by
 :  :b r , p , . . . , p s Xr , Xp q a , r , . . . , Xp q a , r 4 .  . .2 n 2 2 n n
 . yfor each r, p , . . . , p in V. Evidently the values of the a only on R are2 n i h
needed to determine E.
 .  .Recall that a homomorphism from X, Y to U, Z is a pair of K-linear
 .  . 2maps w : X ª U, c : Y ª Z such that ew x s c ex for every e g K ,
x g X. The natural pair of short exact sequences of vector spaces forms
the following short exact sequence of Kronecker modules:
0 ª III m2 [ ??? [ III m n ª E ª F ª 0. 5 .h
The set of all such extension modules E will be denoted by E andn
E s D` E .ns2 n
Unless we specify otherwise n G 2 and F is infinite-dimensional.h
The class E gives precisely all the extensions of nonzero, finite-dimen-
sional, torsion-free modules by torsion-free modules of rank one; see
w x w x w xSection 1 of 8 . By 17, Prop. 1.7 these all embed in R [ R. In 20 it was
shown that some actually embed in R itself, while some do not. The next
w xproposition was proven for n s 2 in 20, Theorem 5 . The same proof
works for arbitrary n after replacing P by P [ ??? [ P .m m m2 n
 .  4PROPOSITION 1.1. If h u - ` for all u g K j ` , then for e¨ery pair
 .  .m, a the module E m, h, a does not embed in F .h
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As a warm up to results on the class E in later sections, we now
consider embeddability and endomorphisms for some extensions 0 ª N ª
E ª F ª 0 in which both F and N could be infinite-dimensional.h h
PROPOSITION 1.2. If an extension E of N by F is split and E embeds inh
F , then N is finite-dimensional.h
Proof. By restricting to F , any embedding E s N [ F ª F yields ah h h
 . y ymonomorphism w, c : F ª F . Here w : R ª R and c : R ª R .h h h h h h
w xAccording to 7, Theorem 3.6 , there is a rational function f / 0 such that
 y. y  .w R s fR and c R s fR . Since these spaces are of finite codimen-h h h h
sion in Ry and R , respectively, the injectivity of N [ F ª F forces Nh h h h
to be finite-dimensional.
 w xIf ``split'' is omitted as was done in Theorem 1 of 20 stated without
.proof , Proposition 1.2 is no longer true, as we show in Proposition 1.3.
w xFortunately, Theorem 1 of 20 was not used in that paper.
 .  4PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose h u s 1 on all u in K j ` . Then there is
an extension M of F by R that embeds in R.h
 .Proof. Since K is algebraically closed, a basis for K X as a vector
space over K is given by the functions
yjX y u , where u g K , j G 1, 6 .  .
and the functions
X j, where j G 0. 7 .
 .  .y1In U, Z s RrF we have, for each u g K, X y u ' 0 and 1 ' 0 inh
 .both U and Z, and X ' 0 in Z as well. Therefore, in U, Z ,
y2b y u a X y u s 0, 8 .  .  .
b1 s 0. 9 .
 .  .On all other elements of the basis in 6 and 7 the action is as in R
 .  .modulo 8 and 9 .
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 .We shall now show that R embeds in U, Z . We define w and c on the
 .  .  .basis 6 and 7 of K X as follows:
w 1 s Xy2 q X , .
w X n s X nq1 , n s 1, 2, . . . , .
w Xyn s Xyny2 , n s 1, 2, . . . , .
yn n yny1yn y2w X y u s y1 u X q X y u , u / 0, n s 1, 2, . . . , .  .  . .
c 1 s Xy2 , .
c X n s w X n , n s 1, 2, . . . , .  .
c Xyn s w Xyn , n s 1, 2, . . . , .  .
yn yn
c X y u s w X y u , n s 1, 2, . . . , u / 0. .  . .  .
By observing that the order of the poles keeps increasing, one sees that
 .  .  .w,c is a monomorphism of R into U, Z . Letting p , r be the natural
 .y1 .projection of R onto RrF , the required module M is p , r w, c Rh
: R.
We note that M in the preceding result contains the following infinite-
dimensional rank one submodules of R:
 4M s F , where h u s 1 for every u g K j ` , 10 .  .1 h
2 w x 2 w xM s X K X , X K X , 11 . .2
y3 w y1 x y2 w y1 xM s X K X , X K X . 12 . .3
Anticipating the results in Section 3, we use these modules to show that
End M s K. For that we isolate as Lemma 1.4 a result that has been used
w x w xelsewhere, for example, 8 . We shall frequently use the fact shown in 7
that the rank of a Kronecker module has the usual properties of the rank
w xof a K X -module.
LEMMA 1.4. Let M be either a submodule of R or a member of E.
Suppose that N is an infinite-dimensional submodule of M of rank one. If
MrN is torsion-free, then N is fully in¨ariant in M.
Proof. The hypothesis that N has rank one and is infinite-dimensional
w xmakes the proof of Step 3, page 1251 of 8 applicable.
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In order to apply Lemma 1.4 to the module M in Proposition 1.3, we
note that
End M s l, l : l g K , 13 4 .  .1
w xEnd M s f , f : f g K X , 14 4 .  .2
w y1 xEnd M s g , g : g g K X , 15 4 .  .3
End R s r , r : r g K X . 16 4 .  .  .
Here the l, f , g, r are to be taken as the appropriate multiplication
w xoperators. These facts can be deduced from Theorem 3.7 of 7 or proved
directly. Also each M can play the role of N in Lemma 1.4. Now we cani
prove the theorem of this section.
THEOREM 1.5. Let M be as in Proposition 1.3. Then End M s K.
 .Proof. Let w, c g End M. The invariance of M and M along with1 3
 .  .13 and 15 yield
c Xy2 q X s Xy2 g q l X , c Xy1 s l Xy1 .  .
w y1 xfor some g g K X , l g K .
 .  . y2Using ew ¨ s c e¨ with e s a, e s b, and ¨ s X q X, we get that
 2 . y1 2 y1  .  2 . 2 w xc X s gX q l X y l X . By 14 , c X s X f , f g K X . Hence
2 y1 2 y1 w y1 xX f s X g q l X y l X . Because g g K X we get that f s g s
 .  .l g K. Since M , M , and M generate M it follows that w, c s l, l .1 2 3
2. COMMUTATIVITY OF End E
In this section we show that a module E in E has no nonzero
finite-dimensional direct summand if and only if End E is a commutative
K-algebra.
 .We shall need the following specific embedding of E s E m, h, a into
R n. By the definitions of R and E in Section 1, a homomorphism E ª R
is a pair of K-linear maps
w : Ry[ P [ ??? [ P ª K X , .h m y1 m y12 n
c : R [ P [ ??? [ P ª K X , .h m m2 n
 . ysuch that w is the restriction of c and for r, p , . . . , p in R [ P [2 n h m y12
??? [ P :m y1n
 :  :c Xr , Xp q a , r , . . . , Xp q a , r s Xc r , p , . . . , p . 17 .  . .2 2 n n 2 n
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 .In order to compute c satisfying 17 and hence all homomorphisms
w xE ª R, we make use of the derived function introduced in 15 . Let
 .U  .  .UK X be the space of K-linear functionals on K X . If b g K X and
 .  .  :s g K X , let b ) s denote the functional on K X given by b ) s, r s
 :  .b , sr for each r in K X . The derived function is the unique K-bilinear
 .U  .  .  .  .map ­ : K X = K X ª K X , where a , r ¬ ­ r , such that, fora
 .r, s g K X ,
­ rs s r­ s q ­ r 18 .  .  .  .a a a ) s
and
 :­ X s a , 1 . 19 .  .a
 .  .  .On the basis of K X given in 6 and 7 , ­ is evaluated as follows:a
j
yj iyjy1 yi
­ X y u s y a , X y u X y u , j G 1, 20 : .  .  .  . . a
is1
jy1
j jyiy1 i :­ 1 s 0, ­ X s a , X X , j G 1. 21 .  .  .a a
is0
 4  .  .If u g K j ` and r g K X , let ord r denote the nonnegative order ofu
 .  .the pole of r at u . Evidently 20 and 21 yield that, for any functional a ,
 .   ..  .   ..any u in K, and any r in K X , ord ­ r F ord r . Also ord ­ r -u a u ` a
 .  . yord r . Thus ­ R : R for every height function h.` a h h
 .  .Using 18 and 19 , one checks that for each k s 2, . . . , n the function
 .  .  .R [ P [ ??? [ P ª K X given by r, p , . . . , p ¬ p y ­ r satis-h m m 2 n k a2 n k
 .  .fies 17 , and therefore yields a homomorphism from E s E m, h, a to
 .R, as does the mapping r, p , . . . , p ¬ r. From these we put together a2 n
 . nnice embedding w, c : E ª R given by
c r , p , . . . , p s r , p y ­ r , . . . , p y ­ r , 22 .  .  .  . .2 n 2 a n a2 n
 . y y .with w the restriction of c . Let V s V m, h, a and V s V m, h, a
denote the ranges of c and w, respectively. We see that an n-tuple of
 .rational functions r , r , . . . , r will belong to V if and only if, for1 2 n
k s 2, . . . , n,
r g R and r q ­ r g P . 23 .  .1 h k a 1 mk k
 . yLikewise r , r , . . . , r g V if and only if1 2 n
r g Ry and r q ­ r g P . 24 .  .1 h k a 1 m y1k k
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 .  y . nThus we can identify E s E m, h, a with the submodule V , V : R ,
 .  .where a acts as the inclusion and b r , r , . . . , r s Xr , Xr , . . . , Xr for1 2 n 1 2 n
 . yevery n-tuple r , r , . . . , r in V .1 2 n
 4 nThe standard basis S s e , . . . , e of K is a generating set of the1 n
Kronecker module R n. Since S is contained in the image of c , any
 y .  .endomorphism of V , V s w, c E has a unique extension to an endo-
n w xmorphism of R . This fact also follows from Corollary 4.7 of 21 . Now
 .16 tells us that endomorphisms of R are identified with rational func-
 .  .tions acting as K X -linear maps on K X via multiplication. Thus
n  .endomorphisms of R get identified with K X -linear transformations on
 .nK X .
 y .It follows from this discussion that the endomorphisms of E ( V , V
 .  .nmay be viewed as those K X -linear operators on K X that leave
y  .ninvariant both K-subspaces V and V of K X . We proceed now to study
End E, often from this point of view.
  ..Some Commutati¨ e Subalgebras of M K Xn
  ..Let A be the K-subalgebra of End K X generated by all operatorsK
 .Uof the form ­ , where a g K X , and all multiplication operators t,a
 .where t g K X . Here the rational function t is identified with the
multiplication operator s ¬ st. The composition of two operators in A will
be denoted by juxtaposition. Accordingly, ­ t is the operator s ¬ st ¬a
 .  .  .­ st , s g K X , while ­ t is the value of the operator ­ at t. We shalla a a
call ­ a differentiation.a
 4  4Fix a height function h: K j ` ª `, 0, 1, 2, . . . . Let I be the K-lin-
 .ear subspace of A consisting of all operators s in A such that s R ish
finite-dimensional.
LEMMA 2.1. The space I is a two-sided ideal of A.
  ..Proof. If t g A and s g I, then t s R is finite-dimensional be-h
 .cause s R is finite-dimensional. Thus I is a left ideal. To ensure that Ih
is a right ideal, it suffices to check that s t g I and s­ g I whenever t isa
a multiplication operator and ­ is a differentiation. For the multiplicationa
 .by t, there is a finite-dimensional subspace Y of K X such that tR :h
 .  .  .R q Y. Hence s tR : s R q s Y , which is finite-dimensional.h h h
 .   ..  .Thus s t g I. The fact that ­ R : R ensures that s ­ R : s R ,a h h a h h
which is finite-dimensional. Thus s­ g I.a
LEMMA 2.2. The algebra ArI is commutati¨ e.
Proof. It suffices to check that the generators of A commute modulo
I. Two multiplications commute in A and hence they do modulo I. If t is
 .a multiplication and ­ is a differentiation, then 18 yields that, for any ra
 .  .  .  .  .  .in K X , ­ tr y t­ r s ­ t . Now 20 and 21 tell us that, for all ra a a ) r
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 .  .in K X , the functions ­ t have poles only where t has poles, anda ) r
 .their order is not more than the order of the poles of t. Hence ­ ta ) r
 .lies in the same finite-dimensional space for all r in K X . Therefore
 . .­ t y t­ R is finite-dimensional, that is, ­ t y t­ g I.a a h a a
Finally, if ­ and ­ are two differentiations, we shall prove thata b
 .yj­ ­ s ­ ­ even in A. This will be tested on the basis functions X y ua b b a
j  .  .  .and X using 20 and 21 . For each positive integer j and u in K, 20
gives
yj
­ ­ X y u . .a b
j
iy jy1 yis ­ y b , X y u X : .a  /
is1
j i
iy jy1 kyiy1 yks b , X y u a , X y u X y u . : : .  .  . 
is1 ks1
By interchanging the order of summation this becomes
j j
iy jy1 kyiy1 yk
b , X y u a , X y u X y u . : : .  .  .  /
ks1 isk
 .ykThe coefficient of X y u in the previous summation is symmetrical
 .yj .  .yj .  .in a and b. Thus ­ ­ X y u s ­ ­ X y u . Using 21 and aa b b a
 j.  j.similar computation, we also get that ­ ­ X s ­ ­ X for all j G 0.a b b a
 .  y . nNow we return to E s E m, h, a as V , V : R , and we view endo-
morphisms of E as n = n matrices of rational functions which leave both
y  .V and V invariant when these matrices act on the column vectors of
 .nK X in the usual way.
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. If A s a is an endomorphism matrix of E si j
 . n  .E m, h, a , then the operator a y  a ­ acting on K X lea¨es R11 js2 1 j a hj
in¨ariant, and, for all i s 2, . . . , n,
n n
a ­ ' a q a ­ y a ­ ­ modulo I . i j a i1 11 a 1 j a aj i j i
js2 js2
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Proof. By definition, A leaves the K-linear space V invariant. For each
  .  ..  .r in R , the vector r, y­ r , . . . , y­ r g V according to 23 , andh a a2 n
therefore
r
a ??? a11 1n y­ r .a2. .. g V ... .a ??? an1 nn y­ r .an
 .From the criterion 23 again
n
a r y a ­ r g R , .11 1 j a hj
js2
and, for all i s 2, . . . , n,
n n
­ a r y a ­ r q a r y a ­ r g P . .  . a 11 1 j a i1 i j a mi j j i /
js2 js2
Thus the operator a y n a ­ leaves R invariant. Since P is11 js2 1 j a h mj i
finite-dimensional for i s 2, . . . , n it follows that
n n
­ a y ­ a ­ q a y a ­ ' 0 modulo I . a 11 a 1 j a i1 i j ai i j j
js2 js2
Then the desired congruence follows from the commutativity of ArI.
 .  .If A s a is an endomorphism matrix of E s E m, h, a , let t bei j A
the operator a y n a ­ . Clearly t g A.11 js2 1 j a Aj
PROPOSITION 2.4. If A and B are endomorphism matrices of E, then
t ' t t modulo I.A B A B
 .  .Proof. Let A s a , B s b . The first row of the endomorphismi j i j
matrix AB is
n n n
a b , a b , . . . , a b .  1 i i1 1 i i2 1 i in /
is1 is1 is1
Thus
n n n
t s a b y a b ­ .  A B 1 i i1 1 i i j a j /
is1 js2 is1
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By reordering the summation we get
n n n n
t s a b y a b ­ y a b ­ .   A B 1 i i1 11 1 j a 1 i 1 j aj j /
is1 js2 is2 js2
Apply Proposition 2.3 to the matrix B to get, for i G 2,
n n
b ­ ' b q b ­ y b ­ ­ modulo I . i j a i1 11 a 1 j a aj i j i
js2 js2
Substitute this into the formula for t to getA B
n n
t ' a b y a b ­ A B 1 i i1 11 1 j a j
is1 js2
n n
y a b q b ­ y b ­ ­ modulo I . 1 i i1 11 a 1 j a ai j i /
is2 js2
This simplifies to
n n
t ' a b y a b ­ y b a ­ A B 11 11 11 1 j a 11 1 i aj i
js2 is2
n n
q a b ­ ­ modulo I .  1 i 1 j a aj i
is2 js2
Now t s a y n a ­ , t s b y n b ­ , and upon noting thatA 11 is2 1 i a B 11 js2 1 j ai j
multiplication in A is commutative modulo I, we get that t ' t tA B A B
modulo I.
 .COROLLARY 2.5. The mapping t : End E ª ArI gi¨ en by t A s t qA
I, for each endomorphism matrix A, is a K-algebra homomorphism.
 .THEOREM 2.6. The endomorphism algebra of E s E m, h, a is commu-
tati¨ e if and only if E has no nonzero finite-dimensional direct summands.
Proof. Suppose E has no nonzero finite-dimensional summand. It
suffices by Lemma 2.2 to show that the mapping t in Corollary 2.5 is
monic.
If t were not monic, then there would be a nonzero endomorphism
 . nmatrix A s a such that a y  a ­ ' 0 modulo I. Then Proposi-i j 11 js2 1 j a j
tion 2.3 implies that, for all i s 2, . . . , n, a y n a ­ ' 0 modulo I.i1 js2 i j a j
 .The matrix A has a nonzero row, say the ith row a , . . . , a . Usingi1 in
this row, we define a nonzero homomorphism E ª R as the pair of linear
y  .  .  . nmappings w : V ª K X , c : V ª K X where c r , r , . . . , r s  a r1 2 n js1 i j j
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and w is the restriction of c . Each vector in V is of the form r, p y2
 .  ..­ r , . . . , p y ­ r with r g R and p g P . Hencea n a h j m2 n j
n n
c r , p y ­ r , . . . , p y ­ r s a r y a ­ r q a p . .  .  . .  2 a n a i1 i j a i j j2 n j
js2 js2
This rational function belongs to the space
n n
a y a ­ R q a P . . i1 i j a h i j mj j /
js2 js2
n  n . .Since a y  a ­ ' 0 modulo I, it means that a y  a ­ Ri1 js2 i j a i1 js2 i j a hj j
is finite-dimensional. Since n a P is finite-dimensional, we concludejs2 i j m j
 .  .that c V is finite-dimensional. This means that the pair w, c is a
nonzero homomorphism from E to R with a finite-dimensional image.
Since E has no nonzero finite-dimensional direct summand, E is infinite-
w x  .dimensional. So by 10, Theorem 3 , E m, h, a has a finite-dimensional
direct summand, which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence t is monic.
Conversely, let E decompose as E s G [ H, where G is nonzero and
finite-dimensional. By our agreement that n G 2 and F is infinite-dimen-h
sional, H must be infinite-dimensional. It can be seen, for example, from
w x21, Lemma 6.3 , that there is a nonzero homomorphism G ª H. Let
E ª G, E ª H, H ª E denote the projection of E onto G, the projec-
tion of E onto H, and the inclusion of H into E, respectively. Then it can
be seen that the endomorphisms E ª G ª H ª E and E ª H ª E do
not commute.
 .COROLLARY 2.7. If E s E m, h, a has no nonzero finite-dimensional
direct summand, then, for any two complementary direct summands C, D of
 .E, Hom C, D s 0.
 .Proof. If Hom C, D / 0, then End E is not commutative.
wRemark 2.8. It follows from Corollary 2.7 that the methods in 18, pp.
x169]174, 192]196 yield all completely decomposable modules in E.
At the other extreme of completely decomposable modules are the
w xpurely simple modules, whose original definition is in 1, Definition 5.1 . It
w xfollows from 17, Prop. 1.1 that if 0 ª N ª E ª F ª 0 is a short exact
sequence of nonzero torsion-free modules of finite rank with E purely
simple and F infinite-dimensional, then N must be finite-dimensional.
w xFrom the notion of rank in 7, Sect. 2 we see that every torsion-free
module E of rank n sits in an extension such as given previously with
F s F for some height function h. Thus every purely simply module E ofh
rank n lies in the class E . A characterization of purely simple modules ofn
w xfinite rank in terms of a can be found in 5 .
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PROPOSITION 2.9. The endomorphism algebra of a purely simple module
of finite rank is a commutati¨ e integral domain in which nonzero endomor-
phisms are monic.
w xProof. The case of rank one was done in 7, Theorem 3.6 . For rank
w xn G 2, 17, Prop. 2.3 shows that every nonzero endomorphism of such a
purely simple module E is monic. Being purely simple, E is indecompos-
able and in the class E , so, by Corollary 2.7, End E is commutative. Then
the nonzero monic endomorphisms of End E cannot be zero divisors.
The module M in Theorem 1.5 is not purely simple by the observation
given previously. Yet End M s K, an integral domain. It can be shown
that M g E. Thus Proposition 2.9 does not single out the purely simple
modules inside the class E.
 .PROPOSITION 2.10. Let E m, h, a be such that End E is an integral
domain, for instance, if E is purely simple. Then e¨ery nonscalar endomor-
phism of End E is transcendental o¨er K, and End E is of transcendence
degree at most 1.
Proof. The first statement holds because K is algebraically closed,
while the second one follows because End E is a K-subalgebra of
  ..M K X .n
When End E has transcendence degree 0, that is, when End E ( K, we
shall say that End E is tri¨ ial.
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR End E TO BE
TRIVIAL
 .  y . nWe continue to view E s E m, h, a as V , V embedded in R
 .  .  .naccording to 22 , and endomorphisms as K X -linear operators on K X
that leave invariant both K-subspaces V and Vy.
 .  .nLet T be the set of K X -linear operators of K X that map V into
Vy. Clearly T sits inside End E as an ideal, and since Vy; V strictly, this
ideal T is proper.
PROPOSITION 3.1. The ideal T is of finite codimension as a K-linear
subspace of End E.
 .  .  y. Proof. From 23 and 24 we see that dim VrV is finite, say d. In
y y .fact, d s n when R ; R strictly, and d s n y 1 when R s R . Fromh h h h
 . 2this it follows that dim End E rT F d . Indeed, let w , . . . , w g End E.1 k
Since each w leaves both V and Vy invariant, we get K-linear mapsi
y yw : VrV ª VrV by definingi
y yw r q V s w r q V for r g V and i s 1, . . . , k . .  .i i
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If k ) d2, then there are scalars l , . . . , l , not all zero, such that1 k
k k y k l w s 0. In other words,  l w maps V onto V . That is,  l wis1 i i is1 i i is1 i i
g T. Thus w , . . . , w are K-linearly dependent modulo T.1 k
COROLLARY 3.2. If End E is an integral domain, then for e¨ery non-
w xscalar endomorphism w there is a polynomial f in K X such that 0 /
 .f w g T.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 the powers w 0, w1, w 2, . . . are K-linearly
w xdependent modulo T. Thus a nonzero polynomial f exists in K X such
 .  .that f w g T. By Proposition 2.10, f w / 0.
THEOREM 3.3. If End E is an integral domain, then the only subfield that
extends K is K itself.
Proof. Suppose L is a subfield of End E with K : L. If w g L _ K,
w x  .then Corollary 3.2 gives a polynomial f in K X such that 0 / f w g T.
 .Since f w g L as well, we have a unit in a proper ideal of End E, which is
impossible. Thus K s L.
For our next result we need the following subspaces of V. Put
R s r s r , . . . , r g V : ­ r q r s 0 for j s 2, . . . , n . .  . 41 n a 1 jj
The space R is nothing but the image of R under the embedding of Eh
n  .  4into R given by 22 . With m s max m , . . . , m , put2 n
 m 4  m 4S s r g V : X r g V and T s r g V : X r g R .
LEMMA 3.4. The space S is in¨ariant under End E. Furthermore, T :
S : R : Vy: V and dim VrT - `.
Proof. The invariance of S holds because every endomorphism of E is
 .  .na K X -linear map on K X that leaves V invariant. From the defini-
tions of our spaces all inclusions are evident, except for S : R. Now if
 .  . m mr s r , . . . , r g S, then by 23 applied to X r one gets X r q1 n j
 m .  .­ X r g P for j s 2, . . . , n. Using 18 and the fact that m G m fora 1 m jj j m  ..  m.j s 2, . . . , n, this implies that X r q ­ r q ­ X is a polynomialj a 1 a ) rj j 1
 .  m.of degree less than m. By 21 , ­ X is a polynomial of degree lessa ) rj 1
 .than m. Thus r q ­ r s 0 for all j s 2, . . . , n. Hence r g R, that is,j a 1j
S : R.
To see that dim VrT - `, notice that T is the kernel of the K-linear
 .ny1map V ª K X given by
r , . . . , r ¬ ­ X mr q X mr , . . . , ­ X mr q X mr . .  .  . .1 n a 1 2 a 1 n2 n
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 .However, by 18 again, we get
­ X mr q X mr q X m ­ r q r q ­ X m .  . .  .a 1 j a 1 j a ) rj j j 1
 .  m.for each j s 2, . . . , n. Since ­ r q r and ­ X are all polynomialsa 1 j a ) rj j 1
of degree less than m, the range of w is a finite-dimensional subspace of
ny1w xK X . Thus VrT is finite-dimensional.
PROPOSITION 3.5. If End E is an integral domain and w is a nonscalar
w x  .endomorphism of E, then there is a polynomial f in K X such that f w / 0
 .and f w maps V into S.
Proof. Since S is invariant under End E and dim VrS - `, the proofs
in Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 carry over literally after replacing Vy
by S.
 .THEOREM 3.6. If E s E m, h, a is such that e¨ery nonzero endomor-
phism of E is monic and E does not embed as a submodule of F , then End Eh
is tri¨ ial.
Proof. The two maps s : Vyª Ry, t : V ª R , both given byh h
 .r , . . . , r ¬ r , constitute a homomorphism E ª F . Indeed, they form1 n 1 h
the restriction to V of the projection of R n onto its first component. If
End E has a nonscalar endomorphism w, then Proposition 3.5 yields a
nonzero, and therefore monic, endomorphism c which maps V into S.
Then the two maps s (c : Vyª Ry, t (c : V ª R give an injection of Eh h
 .  .  .into F . Indeed, let t (c r s 0 for some r in V. Write c r s s , . . . , s .h 1 n
 .  .Since c r g S and S : R it follows that ­ s q s s 0 for j s 2, . . . , n.a 1 jj
 .  .From 0 s t (c r s s it follows that c r s 0, and then r s 0 since c is1
monic.
 . w xModules E m, h, a which do not embed in F are discussed in 5 .h
 .  4COROLLARY 3.7. If h u - ` for all u in K j ` and e¨ery nonzero
 .endomorphism of E m, h, a is monic, then End E is tri¨ ial.
Proof. Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 3.6.
Our next sufficient condition for End E to be trivial was used in
w xProposition 2.2 of 18 as a sufficient condition for E to be indecompos-
w xable. It also implies Theorem 2.1 of 8 .
 .  y .Continuing with E m, h, a as V , V , consider z g V. The torsion
 y .  y  .closure of z inside V , V is the rank-1 submodule V l K X z, V l
 . .K X z . If this torsion closure is infinite-dimensional over K, then Lemma
 .1.4 makes V l K X z invariant under every endomorphism.
It is easy to encounter the preceding situation. For example, let h, a s
 .  . ny1   .y1:a , . . . , a and c , . . . , c g K be such that a , X y u ,2 n 2 n 2
  .y1:.  .. . . , a , X y u s c , . . . , c for infinitely many u g K such thatn 2 n
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 .   .y1 .  .  .h u ) 0 i.e., X y u g R . Then z s 1, c , . . . , c g V by 23 ,h 2 n
 .y1  .y1  .y1and, for all such u , X y u z s X y u , c X y u , . . . ,2
 .y1 .  .c X y u g V. Indeed, formula 20 gives thatn
y1 y1
­ X y u q c X y u .  . .a jj
y1 y1 y1s y a , X y u X y u q c X y u s 0, .  .  . ;j j
 .y1  .  .so that X y u z fulfills 23 . Hence V l K X z contains the infinitely
 .y1many K-linearly independent elements X y u z.
 .  y .THEOREM 3.8. Gi¨ en E s E m, h, a ( V , V , let z, z , . . . , z g V :1 n
 .nK X , each with infinite-dimensional torsion closure. Also suppose that
 .n  .z , . . . , z form a basis of K X as a ¨ector space o¨er K X and that1 n
n  .z s  t z with 0 / t g K X . Then End E is tri¨ ial.js1 j j j
Proof. Let w be an endomorphism. By Lemma 1.4 the K-linear sub-
 .  .space V l K X z and all V l K X z are w-invariant. In particular,j
 .  .  .w z s rz and w z s r z for some r, r , . . . , r in K X . From z sj j j 1 n
n  . n  . t z , it follows that w z s rz s  t rz . Because w is a K X -lin-js1 j j js1 j j
 .n  . near operator on K X , one also gets that w z s  t r z . By subtrac-js1 j j j
n  .tion we deduce that  t r y r z s 0. Hence r s r for all j, becausejs1 j j j j
 .  .the z are K X -linearly independent and t / 0. Thus w z s rz for allj j j j
 .n  .j, and since the z generate K X as a vector space over K X it followsj
that w s rI where I is the identity operator.
It remains to show that the rational function r is actually in K. Now
 .  .  .e s 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 g V which is w-invariant. Thus w e s 0, r, 0, . . . , 0 g
 .V. By 23 we see that r g P , the space of polynomials of degree lessm2m2y1  m2y1 .than m . Furthermore, X e s 0, X , 0, . . . , 0 g V, which implies2
 m2y1 .  m2y1 .  . m2y1that w X e s 0, rX , 0, . . . , 0 g V. By 23 again, rX g Pm2
so that r must be in K as desired.
 .As an illustration of a module E m, h, a satisfying the hypotheses of
 .Theorem 3.8, let n s 2 and let h have infinite support. If a s a is a2
  .y1:functional for which a , X y u attains each of the values 0, 1, y1 at2
 .infinitely many u in the support of h, then the elements z s 1, y1 ,
 .  .z s 1, 0 , z s 1, 1 of V fulfill the conditions of Theorem 3.8.1 2
w xIn 8, Prop. 2.8 there are even more dramatic illustrations of such
modules.
 4We conclude this section by showing how disjoint subsets of K j `
easily give modules in E with nontrivial endomorphism algebras.n
 n .EXAMPLE 3.9 K as End E . Let J , . . . , J be infinite disjoint subsets1 n
 4of K j ` . For each i s 1, . . . , n, let
h u s 1 if u g J and h u s 0 if u f J . .  .i i i i
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 .As in 13 , each End F s K. Consider the rank-n module E s F [h hi 1
??? [ F . If e , . . . , e denote the standard basis of K n, thenh 1 nn
e y e , e y e ,. . . , e y e span a submodule N of E of type III 11 2 2 3 ny1 n
1  .[ ??? [ III n y 1 copies . Also ErN s F whereh
h u s 1 if u g J j ??? j J . 1 n
and
h u s 0 if u f J j ??? j J . . 1 n
This puts E inside E . By Lemma 1.4, every F is fully invariant in E.n hi
Therefore End E is the K-algebra K n.
 w x2 .EXAMPLE 3.10 K X as End E . Take the height functions h , h1 2
given by
h ` s `, h u s 0, u / `, .  .1 1
and
h 0 s `, h u s 0, u / 0. .  .2 2
 .  . w xLet E s F [ F . As in 14 and 15 , End F ( K X and End F (h h h h1 2 1 2w xK X . Also e y e spans a submodule N of E and ErN s F where1 2 h
 .  .  .h 0 s h ` s `, h u s 0, u / 0, `. This puts E inside E . Just as in2
w x w xExample 3.9 we conclude that End E ( K X [ K X .
 .nOther K-subalgebras of K X can be realized as End E using the
w xcompletely decomposable modules in Section 1 of 18 . Clearly any decom-
posable module has a nontrivial endomorphism algebra. In the next
section we shall concentrate on indecomposable modules.
4. EXAMPLES OF NONTRIVIAL ENDOMORPHISM
ALGEBRAS
The examples in this section are in E because we do not know how to2
 .get corresponding examples in higher E 's. If n s 2, then m s m is an 2
 .single positive integer to be denoted by m, and a s a is one functional2
 .on K X to be denoted by a .
For our first example we use the particular height function h given by
 .  .  . yh 0 s h ` s `, and h u s 0 if u / 0, `. In that case R s R is theh h
w y1 xspace of Laurent polynomials K X, X . Taking m s 1 and a functional
w y1 x  .a on K X, X , the module E 1, h, a in E will be denoted by L .2 a
 .  w y1 x w y1 x .Referring back to 4 , we see that L s K X, X , K X, X [ Ka
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  :.where a acts as inclusion and b is given by br s Xr, a , r for every r in
w y1 x  y . 2K X, X . After viewing L as V , V embedded in R according toa
 .  .  .22 , we see from 23 and 24 that
w y1 xV s r , l y ­ r : r g K X , X , l g K . 4 .a
and
y w y1 xV s r , y­ r : r g K X , X . . 4 .a
 .EXAMPLE 4.1 Zero Divisors in End E, E Indecomposable . Let a be
w y1 x  y1:  :the functional defined on K X, X by a , X s a , 1 s 1 and
 j:a , X s 0 for integers j / 0, y1. We will show that L is an indecom-a
posable module whose endomorphism ring is not an integral domain.
 y . 2We view L as V , V embedded in R . As noted previously, Va
  ..consists of all pairs r, l y ­ r where r is a Laurent polynomial anda
 .  .l g K. To get V, we need ­ . From 21 and a given previously, ­ Xp s pa a
w x  .  y1 . y1 w y1 xif p g K X , and from 20 , ­ X q s yX q if q g K X . Alsoa
 .­ l s 0 for all l in K. Writing a Laurent polynomial r as r s m qa
y1 w x w y1 xXp q X q where m g K, p g K X , and q g K X , it follows that V
consists of all pairs
m q Xp q Xy1q , l y p q Xy1q s m 1, 0 q l 0, 1 .  . .
q p X , 1 q Xy1q 1, 1 , .  .
w x w y1 xwhere m, l g K, p g K X , q g K X .
Thus
w x y1 w y1 xV s K 1, 0 [ K 0, 1 [ K X X , y1 [ X K X 1, 1 .  .  .  .
w x w y1 xs K 1, 0 [ K X X , y1 [ K X 1, 1 . .  .  .
Similarly, one computes that
y w x y1 w y1 xV s K 1, 0 [ K X X , y1 [ X K X 1, 1 . .  .  .
 .  . .  . .Upon noting that 1, 0 s 1r X q 1 X, y1 q 1r X q 1 1, 1 , we also
see that
V s lr X q 1 q p X , y1 q lr X q 1 q q 1, 1 :  .  .  .  . .  .
w x w y1 xl g K , p g K X , q g K X .4
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Similarly,
Vys lr X q 1 q p X , y1 q lr X q 1 q Xy1q 1, 1 : .  .  .  .  .  .
w x w y1 xl g K , p g K X , q g K X .4
 .  .We shall apply Lemma 1.4 to the torsion closures of X, y1 and 1, 1 .
From the preceding descriptions of V and Vy, these closures are com-
 w x . w x ..  y1 w y1 x .puted to be K X X, y1 , K X X, y1 and X K X 1, 1 ,
w y1 x ..K X 1, 1 , respectively.
 .We view an endomorphism of L as a K X -linear operator w ona
 .2 yK X leaving both V and V invariant. Since the previous torsion clo-
 .sures are infinite-dimensional over K, Lemma 1.4 yields that w X, y1 s
 .  .  . w x w y1 xu X, y1 and w 1, 1 s ¨ 1, 1 for some u in K X and ¨ in K X .
 . y  . y  .  . .Since 1, 0 g V , so also w 1, 0 g V . Using 1, 0 s 1r X q 1 X, y1
 . .  .  . .  . .q 1r X q 1 1, 1 , we get w 1, 0 s ur X q 1 X, y1 q ¨r X q 1 1, 1 .
y  .From the computation of V given previously, it follows that ur X q 1
 .  .  . y1s lr X q 1 q p and ¨r X q 1 s lr X q 1 q X q for some l g K,
w x w y1 x  .  y1 .p g K X , q g K X . Thus u s l q X q 1 p, ¨ s l q X q 1 q
w x w y1 xwith l g K, p g K X , q g K X .
We have shown that every endomorphism w of L has, with respect toa
 .  .  .2the basis X, y1 , 1, 1 of K X , a diagonal matrix representation of the
form
l q X q 1 p 0 .
,y10 l q X q q q .
w x w y1 xwhere l g K, p g K X , q g K X . It is straightforward to check that
 .2 yall operators on K X with such a representation do leave V and V
invariant. Thus
w xX q 1 K X 0 .1 0End L s K q .a y1 y10 1 w x0 X q 1 K X .
This commutative K-algebra is clearly isomorphic to the following K-sub-
w x2algebra of K X :
w x w xK 1, 1 q XK X 1, 0 q XK X 0, 1 . .  .  .
It has no proper idempotents, so that L is indecomposable. Yet End La a
is not an integral domain. Furthermore, the only automorphisms of L area
the nonzero scalar multiples of the identity.
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For our next family of examples in E , we again let m s 1. For each2
 4  .  .u g K j ` let h be the height function given by h u s ` and h hu u u
y  . w  .xs 0 if h / u . When u g K, R s 1r X y u K 1r X y u andhuw  .x y w xR s K 1r X y u . When u s `, R s R s K X . For a given func-h h hu ` `y  .tional a on R , let E 1, h , a be denoted by P . When u g K the func-h u auuy   .yj:tional a on R is completely determined by the values a , X y uhu
for j s 1, 2, . . . . Thus we may think of a as the formal power series
`   .yj: jy1a s  a , X y u X . Similarly, we identify a on R with thejs1 h`
`  j: j w xseries a s  a , X X . According to 18, Prop. 3.4 , for each u gjs0
 4K j ` , P is not purely simple if and only if a , as a series, represents aau
rational function.
 .We will be working with the representation of P that is given by 4 .au
 y .Thus P s R , R [ K . For brevity, we view R as a subspace ofau h h hu u u
 .R [ K and identify each r, 0 in R [ K with r itself. Also we writeh hu u
 .0, 1 in R [ K as w. The action of a in P remains inclusion, while theh auu
 .action of b in 4 becomes
 : ybr s Xr q a , r w , where r g R . 25 .hu
LEMMA 4.2. Let E g E. Suppose A and A are finite-dimensional1 2
submodules of E with the property that ErA ( F , h , h height functions.i h 1 2i
 .  .Then h and h satisfy 1 and 2 .1 2
Proof. We have
ErA r A q A rA ( Er A q A ( ErA r A q A rA . .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2
 .  .Hence F r A q A rA ( F r A q A rA . The lemma now followsh 1 2 1 h 1 2 21 2
 .  .from the finite-dimensionality of A q A rA and A q A rA .1 2 1 1 2 2
COROLLARY 4.3. If u / h, then P is not isomorphic to P .au ah
 4PROPOSITION 4.4. For each u in K j ` there is an a such that
w xEnd P ( K X .au
Proof. Suppose u s `. Let a have the property as a formal power
series that
X 2a 2 q 1 y X a y 1 s 0. 26 .  .
w xBy assuming that a s prq, p, q relatively prime polynomials in K X , we
get a contradiction. So a is an irrational quadratic, and P is purelya`
` n  n:  .simple. Let a s  a X , a s a , X . From 26 we get the follow-ns0 n n
ing relations:
a s 1 s a ,0 1
27 .
a s a q a a q a a q ??? qa a for n G 2.n nq1 0 ny1 1 ny2 ny1 0
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 .We define a map w, c of P as follows:a`
w 1 s c 1 s X , c w s y1 q w , .  .  .
w X n s c X n s X nq1 q a X ny1 q a X ny2 q ??? .  . 0 1
q a X q a , n G 1. 28 .ny2 ny1
 .  n.  n. Let us check that w, c g End P , that is, aw X s c aX whicha`
.  n.  n.  .is true, since a acts as the identity and bw X s c bX . Using 25 and
 .28 , we get
bw X n s b X nq1 q a X ny1 q ??? qa .  .0 ny1
s X nq2 q a X n q ??? qa X0 ny1
q a q a a q a a q ??? qa a w , .nq1 0 ny1 1 ny2 ny1 0
while
c bX n s c X nq1 q a w s X nq2 q a X n q a X ny1 q ??? .  .n 0 1
q a X q a q a y1 q w . .ny1 n n
 .  n.  n.From 27 and its subsequent calculations we see that bw X s c bX .
 .By Proposition 2.10, w, c is transcendental over K. To prove that
w .x  .  . nEnd P s K w, c , let s , t g End P and t 1 s a X qa a n` `
ny1  .  . .a X q ??? qa . If t 1 s a g K, then t y a I 1 s 0. By Proposi-ny1 0 0 0
 . w .x n .  .tion 2.9, s , t s a I g K w, c . Since deg c 1 s n by 28 , it follows0
 . w .xby induction on n and Proposition 2.9 that s , t g K w, c .
`   .yn: ny1 ` ny1Suppose u / `. Let a s  a , X y u X s  a Xns1 ns1 n
have the property that
X a 2 q a q 1 s a . 29 .  .
 .Such a is irrational and from 29 we get a s a q a a qn ny1 1 ny1
 .??? qa a . Define w, c in End P as follows:ny1 1 au
y1
c 1 s X y u , c w s y1 q w , .  .  .
yn yn
w X y u s c X y u .  . .  .
1 a a1 ns y y ??? y .nnq1 X y u .X y u .X y u .
 4  4Using the basis a, b y u a in place of a, b , we argue as in the case of
w .x w xP to get that End P s K w, c ( K X .a au`
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We now give some results that are useful in the search for nontrivial
 .endomorphisms. Each E m, h, a will be treated as the extension de-
 .  .  y . yscribed in 4 . That is, E m, h, a s R [ P , R [ P and a, b: R [h my1 h m h
 .P ª R [ P are given as the inclusion map and the map r, p ¬my 1 h m
  :. yXr, Xp q a , r , respectively. A pair of K-linear maps w : R [ P ªh my1
y  .R [ P , c : R [ P ª R [ P gives a homomorphism of E m, h, ah my1 h m h m
y  .  . yprovided w s c on R [ P and c bv s bw v for all v in R [ P .h my1 h my1
 .  .LEMMA 4.5. Let w, c g End E m, h, a , and for j s 0, . . . , m y 1,
 j.  .  .put c 0, X s r , p g R [ P . Then deg p F j; in particular, c 0, 1 sj j h m j
 .r, l where l g K.
Proof. We work our way down starting with j s m y 1. Clearly
 .deg p F m y 1 because p g P . Since w, c is an endomorphismmy 1 my1 m
we have
r , p s c 0, X my 1 s c b 0, X my 2 s bw 0, X my 2 .  .  .  . .my 1 my1
s bc 0, X my 2 s b r , p .  .my 2 my2
 :s Xr , Xp q a , r . .my 2 my2 my2
  :.Since deg Xp q a , r F m y 1, it follows that deg p Fmy 2 my2 my2
m y 2. Repeating this argument inductively, we arrive at our conclusion.
 . yObserve that for a height function h the statements h ` s `, R s R ,h h
 .XR : R are equivalent. We examine now those E m, h, a with thish h
property.
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 4.6. If E s E m, h, a is such that h ` s ` and w, c
 .g End E, then c R [ 0 : R [ 0.h h
 . jProof. Let f , 0 g R [ 0. For any positive integer j, X f g R be-h h
 .  j .  .  .cause h ` s `. Put c X f , 0 s g , p g R [ P and set c 0, 1 sj j h m
 .r, l where l g K according to Lemma 4.5.
 .  .  : .Since Xf , 0 s b f , 0 y a , f 0, 1 , we get
g , p s c Xf , 0 .  .1 1
 :s c b f , 0 y a , f r , l .  . .
 :s bc f , 0 y a , f r , l .  .
 :  :s Xg , Xp q a , g y a , f r , l . .0 0 0 0
 :  :  :s Xg y a , f r , Xp q a , g y a , f l . .0 0 0
 .If p / 0, then deg p s 1 q deg p . Arguing as before with g , p s0 1 0 2 2
 2 .c X f , 0 , we deduce deg p s 1 q deg p s 2 q deg p . Repeating, we2 1 0
see that deg p s j q deg p , which contradicts the fact that all p g P .j 0 j m
Hence p s 0, as desired.0
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 .  .Remark 4.7. If h ` s ` and, in the general case n G 2, E m, h, a
also satisfies m s m s ??? s m , then Proposition 4.6 still holds. If2 3 n
 .  .c f , 0, . . . , 0 s g , p , . . . , p and some p / 0, we argue as before on0 20 n0 i0
the ith component to get a contradiction. Thus, identifying R withh
 .R [ 0 [ ??? [ 0, we have that c R : R .h h h
 .Remark 4.8. In case h ` s ` and m s ??? s m , let2 n
N s r g R : a r s 0 for all i s 2, . . . , n . 4 .a h i
 .  .  .The submodule N s N , R of F s R , R also embeds in E m, h, a ,a a h h h h
as a submodule of finite codimension, via the identification
N , R s N [ 0 [ ??? [ 0, R [ 0 [ ??? [ 0 . .  .a h a h
 .  .  .If w, c g End E and f s f , 0, . . . , 0 g R , then Xf g R since h ` sh h
 .  .`. By Remark 4.7, c f and c Xf g R . Also, for f g N , Xf s bf soh a
that
 :  :c Xf s c bf s bw f s Xw f , a , w f , . . . , a , w f g R . .  .  .  .  .  . . .2 n h
 .Thus N is a fully invariant submodule of E m, h, a .a
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.9. If , in case n s 2, E m, h, a is such that h ` s `,
 .then End E m, h, a does not depend on m.
 .Proof. Let m, n be positive integers with m G n. Then E n, h, a is a
 .  .submodule of E m, h, a . Suppose an endomorphism of E m, h, a is
given by the maps
w : R [ P ª R [ P , c : R [ P ª R [ P .h my1 h my1 h m h m
 .Lemma 4.5 implies c 0 [ P : R [ P , while Proposition 4.6 says thatn h n
 .c R [ 0 : R [ 0. These inclusions, along with the fact w s c onh h
 .  .R [ P , imply that w, c restricts to an endomorphism of E n, h, a .h my1
 .  .  .If w, c restricts to the zero endomorphism, then c 1, 0 s c 0, 1 s 0.
 .  .  .  .Since 1, 0 , 0, 1 generate the module E m, h, a , it follows that w, c is
 .the zero map. Thus different endomorphisms of E m, h, a restrict differ-
 .ently to E n, h, a .
Now suppose w : R [ P ª R [ P , c : R [ P ª R [ P giveh ny1 n ny1 h n h n
 .an endomorphism of E n, h, a . After we extend it to an endomorphism
 .  .of E n q 1, h, a , we can by repetition extend w, c to an endomorphism
 .  .of E m, h, a . All that need specification for the extended w, c are
 ny1.  n.w 0, X and c 0, X . These values must satisfy the homomorphism
conditions:
w 0, X ny1 s aw 0, X ny1 s c a 0, X ny1 s c 0, X ny1 .  .  .  . .  .
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and
c 0, X n s c b 0, X ny1 s bw 0, X ny1 s bc 0, X ny1 . .  .  .  . .
 ny1.  ny1.It is then easy to check that the definitions w 0, X s c 0, X ,
 n.  ny1.  .c 0, X s bc 0, X do provide the unique extension of w, c to
 .E n q 1, h, a .
 .   .COROLLARY 4.10. For each h such that h ` s ` the set E m, h, a :
4a s 0, m s 1, 2, . . . is a set of completely decomposable, nonisomorphic
modules with the same endomorphism algebra.
 . mProof. Here E m, h, a ( III [ F , and this decomposition is uniqueh
w xup to isomorphism; see, for example, 18, Lemma 1.5 . Yet the endomor-
phism algebra does not depend on m, by Proposition 4.9.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.11. If h ` s ` and a / 0 on R , then End E m, h, ah
s End N .a
 .Proof. Since End E m, h, a does not depend on m, it suffices to
 .show that End E 1, h, a s End N . As described in Remark 4.8, N sa a
 .  .N [ 0, R [ 0 where N s R l ker a . If w, c g End E, then bya h a h
 .Remark 4.8 such w, c restricts to an endomorphism of N . Supposea
 .  .  .  .w, c , restricted to N , is zero. Thus w R [ 0 s c R [ 0 s 0 . Sincea h h
 : ya / 0, pick r in R where a , r / 0. Then r g R s R andh h h
 :0 s bw r , 0 s c b r , 0 s c Xr , a , r . .  .  . .
 .  .Thus c vanishes on a generating set for E 1, h, a , thereby forcing w, c
 .to vanish on E 1, h, a .
Now let s : N ª N , t : R ª R constitute an endomorphism of N .a a h h a
These need to be extended to operators s : R ª R , t : R [ K ª R [ Kh h h h
 .  .so that s , t remains an endomorphism of E 1, h, a . Pick r g R suchh
 :  .that a , r / 0. Then R s N [ Kr. In order to extend s , t it ish a
 .  .necessary to specify s r and t 0, 1 . The homomorphism condition re-
 .  .  .  .quires that s r s as r s t ar s t r, 0 .
 .  :  .  ..Since 0, 1 s 1r a , r b r, 0 y Xr, 0 , it is also necessary by the
homomorphism requirement that
 :t 0, 1 s 1r a , r bs r y t Xr , 0 . .  .  . .
 .  .These necessary definitions of s r and t 0, 1 also suffice to extend
 .  .s , t to an endomorphism of E 1, h, a .
w x w xFor additional properties of N , see 19, Sect. 2 and 18, Theorem 3.7 .a
 w y1 x.EXAMPLE 4.12 End E ( K X, X . For our final example assume
w y1 xchar K / 2. A functional a on the vector space K X, X is completely
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 `  n: ndetermined by the pair of formal power series  a , X X ,ns0
`  yn: n. w x  a , X X . According to 18, Prop. 3.4 , the module L describedns1 a
.prior to Example 4.1 is purely simple if and only if both power series fail
to represent rational functions. For instance, take Y s ` a X n suchns0 n
ww xx 2  .that in the ring K X of formal series XY q X y 1 Y q 1 s 0. In
 .characteristic other than 2 this polynomial equation over K X is irre-
ducible. Thus Y is an irrational quadratic whose coefficients a are givenn
recursively by
a s 1 and0
30 .
a s a q a a q a a q ??? qa a for n G 1.n ny1 0 ny1 1 ny2 ny1 0
 n:  yn:By letting a , X s a when n G 0 and a , X s a when n G 1,n ny1
the resulting L becomes purely simple. Thus Propositions 2.9 and 2.10a
ensure that End L is an integral domain in which all nontrivial endomor-a
phisms are transcendental over K.
w y1 x w y1 xAfter identifying K X, X with the subspace K X, X [ 0 inside
w y1 x  .K X, X [ K and letting 0, 1 s w, the module L becomesa
 w y1 x w y1 x .K X, X , K X, X q Kw with the action of a as inclusion and the
 :action of b given by r ¬ Xr q a , r w. Consider the pair of K-linear
maps
w y1 x w y1 xw : K X , X ª K X , X ,
w y1 x w y1 xc : K X , X q Kw ª K X , X q Kw,
w y1 xgiven by having w s c on K X, X and putting
c w s y1 q w , c 1 s Xy1 , .  .
c X n s 1 q a X ny1 q a X ny2 q ??? qa for n G 1, .  .0 1 ny1
c Xyn s Xyny1 y a Xyn y a Xynq1 y ??? ya Xy1 for n G 1. . 0 1 ny1
 .Using 30 and the definition of a , one checks as in Proposition 4.4 that
 .w, c g End L . Furthermore, w, c are bijections, when char K / 2.a
w .  .y1 xThus End L contains the K-subalgebra K w, c , w, c .a
w .  .y1 x  .To show End L s K w, c , w, c , let s , t g End L . Puta a
 . s y1 y2 ytt 1 s b q b X q ??? qb X q c X q c X q ??? qc X . For k s0 1 s 1 2 t
k . w y1 x y10, 1, 2, . . . , c 1 g K X and its degree in X is k. Hence there is
w x  . . ssome m in K c such that t y m 1 s b q b X q ??? qb X . Now, for1 1 0 1 s
yk  . w xk s 0, 1, 2, . . . , c 1 g K X and its degree in X is k. Hence, for some
w y1 x  . .m in K c , t y m y m 1 s 0. It follows from this that there is an2 1 2
 . w .  .y1 x  .  .endomorphism n , m g K w, c , w, c such that s , t y n , m is
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 .  .not monic. From Proposition 2.9 we deduce that s , t s n , m . There-
w .  .y1 x w y1 xfore End L s K w, c , w, c ( K X, X as K-algebras.a
 4There is no other pair of elements of K j ` as symbiotic as the pairs
 40, ` and so we have no analogue of Proposition 4.4 for L .a
SUMMARY AND PROBLEMS
We shall now state restricted versions of the two problems that have
dominated research on endomorphism algebras of various objects, for
example, groups, modules, and abelian varieties.
1. The Realization Problem
Let A be a K-algebra. Find a module M whose endomorphism algebra
w xis isomorphic to A or show that no such M exists. See 3, 4 .
2. Restricted Realization Problem
  ..Given a commutative K-subalgebra R of M K X , n G 2, is there ann
indecomposable module E in E with End E ( R? We saw in Section 3n
that for any n G 2 there is a module E in E with End E ( K. Whichn
  ..integral domains in M K X occur as End E, E g E , n G 2? Seen n
w x w xSection 3 of 7 for E , analogous to rank-one K X -torsion-free submod-1
w x  .ules in Chapter XV of 11 after replacing Q by K X . For the Kronecker
w xmodules of rank two studied in 19 , the realization problem is intimately
connected with affine algebras. This is the subject of the authors' work in
progress.
3. The Isomorphism Problem
Suppose M and N have isomorphic endomorphism algebras; when is
w xM ( N? See 13, 16 .
4. Restricted Isomorphism Problem
Given two indecomposable modules M and N in E with End M (n
End N, when is M ( N? We know from Sections 3 and 4 that K and
w xK X are realized by many isomorphism classes. So we reformulate the
problem this way. Determine the set of K-algebras U such that every
R g U is realized as an endomorphism algebra by a unique indecompos-
able isomorphism class in E , n G 2. For instance, if we include n s 1,n
then Theorem 3.3 and the information on endomorphism algebras of
 .modules in E yield that U contains K X .1
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